Class Descriptions

**Building Bridges - Intermediate - Mike & Shawna**
Use stretch and compression to build bridges between your partner and the music while improving your balance, control and connection to the floor.

**Lindy Hop FUNdamentals - Beginner - Jerry & Elaine**
Learn the granddaddy of all Swing dances, the Lindy Hop, or just brush up on your basics. A good understanding of the basics is essential to becoming a great dancer. You will learn the Swing Out, Lindy Circle and more!

**Collegiate Shag - All Levels - Ryan & Amanda**
Popular in the 30s, this partner dance makes keeping up with quick tempo swing and pre-swing jazz music a breeze.

**Time & Space - Intermediate - Mike & Shawna**
Use momentum to improve your speed and efficiency to all tempos of music.

**The Dynamic Duo (Mixing 6- & 8-Count) - Beginner - Jerry & Kathy**
This class will help you seamlessly meld your Lindy Hop basics and your 6-count East Coast Swing. Learn to smooth out your transitions, while simultaneously increasing the fun factor in your dancing.

**Sunset Shuffle - All Levels - Elaine & Leslie**
The Sunset Shuffle is a regional dance done in Dallas in the 1940s and 1950s. Named after Sunset High School, it was mixed with Swing and makes dancing to faster tempos easy. Do your job to keep this dance alive!

**Swing Rueda - Intermediate - Jerry & Elaine**
Swing Rueda is a fun way to dance with many partners in just one song. One person calls the moves and everyone executes them in unison with lots of partner changes which always result in laughter. Fun is guaranteed!! (This class requires previous knowledge of a Lindy Hop Swing Out.)

**Partner Charleston - All Levels - Mike & Shawna**
This class covers facing Charleston variations. Charleston is an integral part of Lindy Hop and makes dancing to fast music easy.

**Carolina Shag - All Levels - Ramiro**
Carolina Shag is a Swing dance that originated in the 1940s in the Carolinas. Don't miss this chance to learn from the legendary Ramiro Gonzalez!

**The Final Frontier - Intermediate - Mike & Shawna**
Move through space with ease and avoid collisions on a crowded dance floor with these fun and innovative tricks.

**Jazz It Up! - All Levels - Ramiro & Elaine**
Learn how to play with the music and your partner (in a good way!) while incorporating more creativity in your dancing.

**Shim Sham - All Levels - Ursula**
Learn the Frankie Manning version of the Shim Sham routine.